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A memorable bad guy from the first season was Eugene Tooms, who appeared in 2 episodes. When 
Mulder and Scully had their final confrontation with him, how did he die? 

Crushed to death 

Who was Fox Mulder's first secret informant? Deep Throat 
What is Fox Mulder's birthday? 13 October 1961 
What is Agent Mulder's preferred drink for stakeouts? Iced Tea 
How does Agent Scully prefer her coffee? 1 cream, no sugar 
What is the name of Mulder and Scully's boss? Walter Skinner 
What is the message that appears in the majority of the opening titles? The Truth is Out There 
What religion is Scully? Roman Catholic 
Who said, 'Sometimes the only sane answer to an insane world is insanity’? Mulder 
In the pilot episode, Mulder and Scully travelled to Oregon to investigate what phenomenon? Alien Abductions 
In Season 2 episode 'Die Hand Die Verletzt', a school teacher named Mrs. Paddock killed several people. 
Who was she apparently acting on behalf of? 

The Devil 

What was the name of the woman who Mulder previously dated, and also the same woman who 
discovered the X-Files with him? 

Diana Fowley 

What is Fox Mulder's computer password, which Dana Scully easily cracks? Trustno1 
What is Samantha Mulder's file number? X-40253 
What was the name of the Native American man who helped Mulder stay alive in the season three 
premiere, 'The Blessing Way’? 

Albert Hosteen 

What was 'Thor's Hammer', as revealed in the episode 'Triangle’? A scientist 
Before Agent John Doggett joined the FBI, he worked for what big city police department? New York 
How did Dana Scully's father die? Heart Attack 
Mulder has an intense fear of what? Fire 
MUFON stands for what? Mutual UFO Network 
When was Mulder's sister abducted? November 27, 1973 
What was the name of Scully's dog? Queequeg 
In the episode 'Our Town' what does Mulder believe the townsfolk are eating to stay young? People (Practicing Cannibalism) 
How many siblings does Scully have? 2 Brothers (Bill & Charles), 1 Sister 

(Melissa) and a half-brother (Tam Minh 
Nguyen) 
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What Midwestern state do Mulder and Scully visit to investigate the disappearance of a young woman 
named Ruby Morris? 

Iowa 

Scully encounters a demon possessed doll during her vacation in Maine. How does she destroy the 
doll? 

Nuked it in a microwave 

What New England state did Fox Mulder visit when his mother got sick in the season three episode? Rhode Island 
In which season did Mulder first tell Scully he loved her? 6 
What was the name of Mulder and Scully's baby? William Scully III 
What is the name of the convict who wants to help Scully catch a killer in 'Beyond the Sea’? Luther Lee Boggs 
Who shot Melissa Scully? Luis Cardinal (The Hispanic Man) 
How old was Mulder when his sister was abducted? 12 
Which series antagonist was finally killed off in the season 8 finale, 'Existence’? Alex Krycek 
In which season does Scully develop cancer? Fourth 
In 'The Host' how many million people did Agent Scully say were infected with flukeworm? 40 million 
Who plays the young Scully in the flashbacks in the episode 'Christmas Carol' (season 5)? Zoe Anderson (Gillian's younger sister)  

 


